Abstract-This paper presents a refined stochastic model of the delay-chain based true random number generator (DC-TRNG) and its application. DC-TRNG is a true random number generator for FPGAs that utilizes time-to-digital conversion (TDC) to accurately determine the position of the ring-oscillator jittery signal edge. Our stochastic model employs precise time characterization of the carry-chains that are used for TDC in the DC-TRNG. In order to determine lower bounds of the estimated min-entropy, the binary probabilities are calculated by applying the stochastic model. Based on these computed probabilities, we perform optimizations of the DC-TRNG parameters on two different FPGAs -Xilinx Spartan 6 and Intel Cyclone IV, in order to achieve the highest possible throughput of the DC-TRNG.
I. INTRODUCTION
Random number generation is one of the crucial issues in modern-day hardware security. In particular, random number generators (RNGs) are used for generating secret keys and challenges for authentication protocols. Most cryptographic primitives rely on the uniformity and unpredictability of the random numbers for their security.
True random number generators (TRNGs) are a class of RNGs that inherit randomness from physical, nondeterministic phenomena such as thermal noise or metastability. The state-of-the-art approach for design and evaluation of TRNGs requires not only that a TRNG passes a variety of statistical tests (e.g. NIST 800-22 [1] ) but also to have an accompanying stochastic model that is used for estimating the unpredictability of the output [2] . Min-entropy is used as the relevant metric for quantifying this unpredictability. As part of the design procedure, a TRNG developer is required to provide a lower bound on the min-entropy. Any simplification used in the stochastic model should be analyzed with respect to the worst-case impact on the security.
With the advent of reconfigurable computing in the last decades, the design of fully-digital TRNGs for FPGA platforms has emerged as a new challenging problem. In this paper, we look into the delay-chain based TRNG (DC-TRNG) [3] which relies on the timing jitter of a ring-oscillator for generating randomness. The accumulated timing jitter is sampled by a high-precision time-to-digital converter (TDC) implemented using CARRY4 primitives on Xilinx FPGAs. We focus on the most compact version of the DC-TRNG consisting of a single-LUT ring-oscillator followed by a single-line TDC. Figure 1 shows the generic DC-TRNG architecture that we used for implementations on a Xilinx Spartan 6 [4] and Intel Cyclone IV [5] FPGAs.
The contributions of this paper are as follows: • A refined stochastic model of the DC-TRNG that accounts for the non-linearity of the time-to-digital conversion.
• Application of the new model to estimate the min-entropy of the DC-TRNG implementations on Xilinx Spartan 6 and Intel Cyclone IV FPGAs.
• A throughput optimization procedure to guide the choice of the design parameters.
• A comparison between the two models in terms of security and maximal obtainable throughput.
II. THE STOCHASTIC MODEL
DC TRNG harvests randomness from the time uncertainty of the signal edge position of a ring-oscillator. After enabling oscillations the timing jitter starts to accumulate. The ringoscillator output is connected to a delay-chain, which, together with the corresponding flip-flops, forms a time-to-digital converter. After a fixed number of system clock cycles N A , the noisy ring-oscillator output is sampled by the TDC to precisely determine the position of the signal edge. This position is encoded by a priority encoder, and the LSB of the output is used as a raw random bit of the DC-TRNG.
We use the following notation for the cumulative distribution function of the normal distribution with the mean µ and the standard deviation σ:
978-1-5386-4881-0/18/$31.00 ©2018 IEEE The original stochastic model of the DC-TRNG [3] uses the assumption that all time bins of the delay-chain have equal widths and binary probabilities are estimated using the following method. The accumulated timing jitter is modeled by a Gaussian distribution with the mean µ acc and the standard deviation σ acc . The probability of sampling a bit value "1" is equal to the probability that the jittery signal edge is captured in odd time bins. This probability is given by: (2) where d denotes the width of the delay-chain time bins.Finally, the min-entropy can be calculated as
To estimate the min-entropy using Equations (2) and (3), the designer has to know the values of σ acc and µ acc . The value of σ acc depends on the jitter accumulation time N A · T CLK . According to the central limit theorem, the variance σ 2 acc accumulates linearly over time. The accumulation rate has to be measured prior to design, for example by using one of the procedures proposed in [6] , [7] , [8] . On the other hand, the distribution offset µ acc cannot be reliably determined at design time because it is affected by the unpredictable processes such as the power supply noise and the low frequency noise. In order to provide a safe lower bound, the min-entropy is computed by sweeping the parameter µ acc across its domain -from the beginning until the end of a time bin. The entropy claim has to be given for the worst case value. In this model, the lowest min-entropy is achieved for µ acc = d/2.
One important limitation of the stochastic model that uses the assumption of equal widths of all time bins in the delaychain is illustrated in Figure 2 . Figure 2a shows sampling normal distribution using a linear TDC. The blue areas under the normal distribution represent the probability of sampling bit value "1" and their positions and widths correspond to the positions and widths of the time bins which are encoded as "1" by the priority encoder. For the chosen parameters, the estimated output bias is very low, around 0.01 %. However, in practice a TDC is not linear, and a more realistic result is shown in Figure 2b . Sources of the non-linearities of the TDC on the FPGA are the time skew of the clock signal and uneven propagation delays in the FPGA structure, that occur due to technology process variations and the layout of FPGA primitives. Sampling the same distribution using a nonlinear TDC results in a bias of more than 8 %. Therefore, the assumption of linear TDC leads to an overestimation of generated randomness and may potentially result in an unsecured TRNG design. For this reason, we propose a refinement of the stochastic model that accounts for the non-linearity of the TDC. The new estimator of probability is given by:
where d k are the widths of the TDC bins and T 0 = N l=1 d l is the period of the ring oscillator. Steps d k have to be measured on the implementation platform. Min-entropy has to be evaluated for µ acc within the range [0, T 0 ) and the lowest value is used as the conservative entropy claim.
III. APPLICATION OF THE MODEL
The refined stochastic model presented in Section II is employed to determine the lower bounds of the estimated minentropy after calculating relevant platform parameters -period of the ring-oscillator T 0 , the rate of the jitter accumulation σ 2 A /t A and widths of the individual time bins d k in the delay-chain. In Figure 3 , blue rectangles depict experimentally obtained widths of the time bins in the delay-chain which are encoded as "1" using a priority encoder. The widths of the time bins are measured by applying the code density test [8] . This is performed by sampling the ring-oscillator signal in the delaychain every clock cycle, recording the state of the delay-chain after each sample, and then calculating the number of detected ring-oscillator signal edges in each time bin. The proportion of detected edges in each time bin corresponds to its width because there is equal probability of the ring-oscillator signal edge occurring at any point during the clock period. Figure 3 shows probabilities of the output bit being "1", depending on where in the delay-chain the signal edge of the ring-oscillator is expected -µ acc . The probabilities are calculated for three different values of the accumulated jitter: starting from the jitter approximately equal to the average value of the time bin width in the delay-chain, and then gradually increasing it until the probabilities stop to be considerably different. The three diagrams in the first row show the results for the Intel Cyclone IV, while the three diagrams in the second row show the results for the Xilinx Spartan 6. The probabilities are also calculated for three delay-chain configurations: without merging consecutive time bins, with merging two consecutive bins and with merging four consecutive bins. Merging time bins, which the priority encoder encodes as the same output bit, in a delay-chain improves the linearity of the delay-chain because the resulting time bins have more uniform widths. This optimization has the cost of reduced precision and consequently requires higher jitter accumulation time. We observe that in the case of plain delaychains -without bin merging, the increase of the accumulated jitter only reduces variations of "1" probabilities, but does not remove bias significantly. Furthermore, the "1" probabilities for certain mean time positions of the signal edge are very close to 0 (in case of Intel Cyclone IV) or to 1 (in case of Xilinx Spartan 6), implying that at these positions almost no entropy can be obtained from the DC-TRNG. It can be seen that for both FPGAs, bin merging significantly improves probabilities of generating "1" compared to configurations without bin merging for higher values of the accumulated jitter. This effect is due to reduced differences of the time widths between newly formed consecutive bins. For lower values of accumulated jitter, as expected, bin merging does not contribute to balancing "1" and "0" probabilities.
IV. THROUGHPUT OPTIMIZATION
In order to obtain the highest achievable throughput of the DC-TRNG for a targeted level of bias of the output bit sequence, we applied the throughput optimization procedure for both Intel Cyclone IV and Xilinx Spartan 6 FPGAs. The optimization parameters in our procedure are: the jitter accumulation time -expressed in number of clock periods N A , the parity filter order -n f and the number of merged bins. For three different levels of bias we gradually increased 978-1-5386-4881-0/18/$31.00 ©2018 IEEE the jitter accumulation time (t A = N A · T clk ) and for each N A we calculated the smallest order of the parity filter n f required to obtain the targeted bias. The levels of bias of the DC-TRNG before applying the parity filter are calculated based on the stochastic model described in Section II, and the biggest bias values are used as inputs to our optimization procedure. The throughput for each step of N A is then calculated as T = f clk /(n f · N A ). We performed this procedure for three different delay-chain configurations: no bin merging, two bin merging and four bin merging. The results of the throughput optimization procedure for targeted bias of 2 −64 are shown in Figure 4 . In this figure, we can observe that there exists a clear maximum of the throughput for all three delay-chain configurations, and the same observation can be made for other targeted levels of bias. Table I shows the implementation parameters and achieved throughput of the DC-TRNG for three different levels of bias after the optimization procedure on both Xilinx Spartan 6 and Intel Cyclone IV FPGAs. In all three delay-chain configurations, the throughput decreases with higher security level. Configurations with two consecutive bins merged for both FPGAs increase throughput for all levels of targeted bias. However, further increase in the number of consecutive bins merged into a new time bin decreases maximum achievable throughput due to much wider new bins and therefore higher requirements for the accumulation time. The DC-TRNG on Xilinx Spartan 6 in delay-chain configuration without bin merging achieves almost four times better throughput compared to Intel Cyclone IV for all levels of bias. The reason for this is in substantially higher width differences of consecutive time bins in delay-chains of Intel Cyclone IV FPGA (see Figure 3) . On the other hand, it can be observed that in the delay-chain configurations with two bin merging, the throughput of the DC-TRNG is almost two times higher on Intel Cyclone IV. The width differences of every second time bin in the carry-chain of Intel Cyclone IV are much smaller than in the carry-chains of Xilinx Spartan 6. Therefore, two bin merging benefits more to throughput improvement of Intel Cyclone IV, as the resulting time bins have more uniform widths.
In order to evaluate our new stochastic model of the DC-TRNG, we compare it with the one presented in [3] by applying the throughput optimization procedure on the old stochastic model. We then used the obtained parity filter (PF) order and accumulation time (N A ) to recalculate the levels of bias according to the model in this paper. The results for the delay-chain configuration without bin merging are shown in Table II . We observe that the bias calculated according to the stochastic model in [3] is much lower than the bias calculated for the model in this paper. This implies that using the stochastic model in [3] significantly overestimates the minentropy of the random bits, and thus overestimates security claims of the DC-TRNG.
V. CONCLUSIONS In this paper, we proposed a refined stochastic model of the DC-TRNG that accounts for the non-linearity of the delaychain. This model was applied to TRNG implementations on Xilinx Spartan 6 and Intel Cyclone IV FPGAs. Our experimental study showed that the non-linearity of the TDC on these platforms significantly reduces the min-entropy of the output sequence and thus should be taken into account when making the entropy claim. In addition, we investigated the throughput optimization strategy based on the three techniques: merging bins of the TDC, increasing the jitter accumulation time and applying a parity filter for post-processing. 
